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Continuing Medical Education credits revealed horror of

New guidelines for skin disease - anything that looks abnormal

Any sort of abnormality, even sun spots.
Referral to dermatologist to get removal.
Deep chemical peals.
Sloughs layers of skin to get rid of abnormal cells.
Another money-making process.
Lots of judgments and rules on the word, "cancer."

If your mind is going to be effected by doctor's negative
programming, you are going to need transition point.

Not saying it cures or treats cancer. It makes perfect cells.

Use as an after sun lotion. They never burn or get tender.
Great for treating burns on hands.
Have had several people lose moles.
Be careful under eyes because it is sensitive.

Pay attention to the words that are spoken to you or that you
speak.
Skin cancers are a build up of wall of protection against attack.
Learn ways of protection yourself and this will balance.
Bring yourself into your own power, detach you from emotion.
Deflect and defer attacks of any nature.
People get their confidence back.
No one can touch them.

11:35

6,000 hours of sessions

People at factory making I-Cell were having benefits from
side product.
Tested for a year.
Diagnosed with involuntary twitching of the eyes.
Dr. Carolyn said cause is magnesium deficiency until proven
otherwise.
Magnesium is required for muscles to function properly.
If you don’t have enough, muscles and nerves go into spasm.
Proper balance between magnesium and calcium.
Lost from sweating, stress, alcohol, coffee.

ReMag Show.

allopathic medicine.

is being called pre-cancerous.

Show on skin care and ReNew.

Start using ReNew on skin irritation.

Ginney doesn't get sunburned any more.

Nocebo effect of doctors saying something bad is happening.

Inspiration from RNA Drops from iON.
How does iON fit into development of RNA Drops.
Bob talks about JW and iON.

Structure of the Guf (heaven).
iON calls itself non-physical.
iON told us how to RNA Drops and cold fusion.
iON helped us fine tune the formula for the D-Cell.



Cases of people who spasm improve with magnesium.
Magnesium is co-factor in activation of 80% of biological
functions in the body.
Food supply is deficient in magnesium.
Foods high in magnesium if there's magnesium in fertilizers:
deep green leafy veggies, nuts, seaweed.
Get Epsom Salts and do a bath. Some will be absorbed and
may effect the body.
Magnesium Oils and creams that you can use.

26:20 Sleep Apnea
Why are people suffocating in their sleep? What's behind it?
Natural News article, "An epidemic of sleep apnea."
How can throats be collapsible all of a sudden?
Obesity is said to be a big factor.
What if it's a magnesium deficiency? What if neck muscles are
becoming spastic and causing area to shutdown?

Similar to restless leg syndrome.
If drug company finds a drug that will cure a problem, they will
start advertising that problem to sell the drug.
Long time flu after 2 months RNA drops.
Myers Cocktail emphasizing magnesium.

different protein structure in the body

Researchers will focus on this because they are finding
magnesium everywhere.
Daughter's yeast challenge.
Extreme Candida effected by RNA Drops.

Recommends good yeast program.
Patent does address dynamic that we have been taught

There is a value to yeast. Over-population initially may cause
cast off effect.

Super sugar in RNA Drops that is well utilized.
Doesn't cause insulin resistance, blood sugar effects.

39:52 Candida - listen to your words
Symptoms have gotten worse before they got better.
Die off reaction from cells dying. Allow new to resurface.
Sleep Apnea - fellow who owns sleep clinics
Complicated process - spend the night - electrical freeway
Created disease

Take magnesium to see if possible spasming is solved.

Rodale Press - 30-40 years ago - used for all sorts of infections
Protonome Study - 4,000 binding sites for magnesium on 

They are calling this a magnesiome.

Candida promoted by sugars, carbs, stress, antibiotics.
Would advise to use RNA Drops transdermally.

carbs and sugars are bad for the body.
Can give body a new relationship with carbs and sugar.
New cells respond differently to carbs and yeast.

Different relationship between body and carbs and sugars.



Snoring can be a mucous or yeast thing.

Drugs deplete magnesium.
Asthma mostly created by magnesium deficiency.

44:22 How many drops do you take, Dr. Dean?
11 drops twice a day
Bob takes 100 twice a day.
At what level do you have to maintain magnesium?
Epsom Salt Bath every night?
You will get laxative effect when your body is saturated.
That's a fail safe.

48:35 Don't measure drops.
If you have too much contrast, back off and don't load up.

49:29 After the first few days, didn't feel anything.
144,000 double helix pairs overnight
New plateau after the change, where you may feel nothing.
Being will create a new intensity at some point.

51:29 Dying of old self.
Most fantastic food you can ever have.
Not addicting. Sometimes I forget to take them, and I'm fine.

53:09 Drops tasted like tobacco when I first took them.
53:39 First couple of doses a bottle are lemony. Euphoric.
54:00 They feel a buzz before and during RNA Drops.

Things happening before your mind allows that they do.
55:02 No time

Can't keep up with anyone's age, timing of events.
It's one big now, synching up.
Working out like a fiend, without stressing, no pain.

57:00 Bob, have you tried cutting drops off cold turkey?
I rely on my drops.
I don't have to wear glasses any more.
Teeth are getting whiter and whiter.
Think better.
Only have to sleep 3 hours.
I'm just better so I wouldn't stop drops.

59:20 I'm living ahead of my now.
Slightly surfing ahead of it.
Fringe is all about me.

I use the mind as a joke.
1:04:00 Fluoride, contrails, water chemicals  does this effect magnesium.

Shower with fluoride in the water. Will it effect you.
A new environment of chemicals that you are being prepared
for.
RNA Drops will allow you to digest these chemicals.

Neti pot to clean out sinuses from snoring.

Relationship between Magnesium, Vit D, and Calcium.

Eliminatng sense of space and time.
Tachionics.

Studio B streaming iON



Fluoride is huge in magnesium deficiency.
Lots of drugs have fluoride side chains.

Fluoride is quite hard on the body.
1:06:27 Fluoride is bad for you.

Improve quality of your teeth.
Not naturally occurring for most.

fluoride 50 years ago.
You can see how toxic this stuff is.

Be conscious and aware of alignment with non-physical.
You can be neutral when you hear these things.
RNA Drops will use anything for food.

1:10:39
The sky did not fall on me.
RNA Drops can help your body quickly.
It's not about how long you take the Drops.

1:12:25
1:13:01 Will the genome project ever look at RNA Drops.

geneticists. 
1:14:29 Cold fusion battery.

We don't impose ourselves on you.
Scientists want to impose their solutions on you so you will
buy it.
They won't look at Magnesium, so they won't look at RNA Drops.

1:16:03 Die off
1:17:09 Cold fusion battery.

Come like a thief in the night.
Anecdote to smart meter.
Eureka - there's a smart house - Computer that runs the house
is Sarah.

1:21:00 It's the arrival.

The merging of physical and non-physical means you can't
tell the difference.
Learn to switch quickly.
Expand your notions of movement and travel.
Worry means paradigms that are erroneous.

1:24:50
The battery will find you just like the drops.
Fringe
Non-Significance

Tendon damage with cipro.
Anxiety with anti-anxiety meds.

They weren't dumping industrial waste in the water, i.e., 

Ginney's mind never got into the worry of fluoride.

Fukashima radition and RNA Drops

RNA Drops are neutralizing effects of GMOs.

iON has been coaching Dr. Carolyn on the language of the

iON is a network in the world doing all this stuff.

Descension was getting off the grid.

Timeline on fusion project.
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